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Abstract -– In this present study the strength and quality and thermal effect  of the cement mortar having partially replaced  
metakaolin and flyash in cement   by  compressive strength and thermal resistance and Fourier Transform Infrared spectrum 
analysis  (FTIR)were evaluated for all combination of  the mixes of cement mortar. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The metakaolin is produced by calcination of kaolin clay at temperature ranging from 700–850°C 00 The main oxides in the 
metakolin silica and alumina partial replacement  cement with metakaolin can increase the mechanical and durability performance 
of cement based materials .Flyash is pozzalonic materials it is finely divided amorphous aluminum silicate with varying amount of 
calcium .The result of the flyash in the concrete strength infleced by its physical and chemical properties Fly ash used in concrete 
15% to 25% by mass comentious  component ,it include the oxide contents of silicon, aluminum, calcium. The sea water 
temperature and salinity are 0°C -120°Cand 0-120g/kg respectively The atmosphere pressure range 0-12Mpa The properties varies 
between pure water to salt water about 5% to 10% can have  important effect in system level design the specific heat capacity and 
boiling point elevation are all whose variation affect the distillation system. 
In the FTIR Analysis Infrared Radiation is passed through  the sample  some of the infrared radiation is absorbed by the sample and 
some of its passed through or transmitted The resulting spectrum represents the molecular absorption and transmission creating 
molecular fingerprint of the sample .identify the unknown materials and quality or consistency of the sample .and determine the 
amount of component of mixture In thermal analysis the specimen were put in to an electric furnace and heated upto 700 degree 
Celsius for two hours it can determine the strength loss of the specimen due to thermal  effect by vary of its dry weight and saturated 
weight  .In the compressive strength of the different mortar the control mix can have the higher compressive strength than the 
replaced metakaolin and fly ash cement mortar 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Anupama P.S et al. [4 studied the strength of metakaolin modified cement motor with quarry dust as Fine aggregate The 
metakaolin in cement mortar as a partial replacement of cement where quarry dust was used as the fine aggregate . this paper 
describes that use of super pozzolanic supplementary cementing materials such as silica fume, rice husk ash, metakaolin etc in 
concrete and mortar improves the strength even at a higher water binder ratio. (a) The inclusion of metakaolin results in faster early 
age strength development of mortar. (b) Mix with 15% metakaolin is superior in all water/binder ratios investigated. (C) The 
increase in metakaolin content improves the compressive strength, irrespective of water binder ratio used.The effect of water binder 
ratio and metakaolin replacement level on the compressive strength of quarry dust mortar was investigated 
Shan C Sabu  Studied the effect of metakaolin on various properties of concrete The results that the compressive strength and 
elastic modulus decrease with increasing compressive strength grade of specimen. Studied the effect of the non ground matakaolin 
,as fine aggregate in mortars on restraint shrinkage cracking and flexural and compressive strength.T he addition metakaolin in 
concrete considerably improves the strength and durapility properties .Metakaolin has very positive effect on the concrete strength 
after  days and specifically at 28 days and 90 days .Metakaolin concrete exhibits significantly lower chloride permeability ,gas 
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permeality and sorpitivity and pore size compare with OPC concrete .The optimum temperature for heating kaolin inorder to obtain 
metakaolin with higth pozzalanic index is still different from one reacher to another .The heating period also still exactly 
undetermined .Ternary mixture have promising future for implementation in the future bridge decks and pavement to delay chloride 
induced corrosion process. 
yuksel  .The replacement level of the fine aggregate with metakoliun were ranging from 10% to 100% with an increment of 10% it 
has concluded that the optimum ratios for use of non ground metakaolin mortars were 40 and 50% for flexural strength and 
compressive strength respectively .and possible usage of the metakaolin as sand replacement in production of the plain concrete 
elements .Compressive strength ,flexural strength ,free-thaw and surface abrasion resistance were studied  sand was partially 
replaced at percentage  level 20,30,40,50The result showed that the usage of partially fine aggregate of these materials had more 
beneficial effects on durability characteristics of plain concrete element. 
Ismeil studied the compressive strength of concretes in which natural and sand was partially replace with metakaolin at levels of 
5%,10%,15% by weight at different water cement ratios of 0.5,0.55and 0.6.The results showed that the there is improvement of 17% 
in the compressive strength with inclusion of metakaolin 
 Afafghasis (2014) Studied the performance of concrete with flyash and kaolin inclusion. The fly ash improves the concrete 
properties than kaolin .The fact is that the calcium and aluminium content in fly ash are higher than the in kaolin ,which enhances 
the pozzalona reactions when water is added to the flyash concrete mix The partial replacement of the cement used in  concrete The 
replcement of 10% fly ash with cement improves the comprehensive strength of concrete in 28 days period,and workability is 
increased by 53.8% The kaolin replacement reduced both the strength and workability of concrete. 
J.M Khatib (2012) studied that the high volume metakaolin as   cement replacement in mortor.The conclusion that replacement 
cement with around 20% metakaolin causes a substantial enhancement in compressive strength of mortor. This enhancement in 
compressive strength can reach a value around 50% compared with the control .Beyond 30% metakaolin the compressive strength 
starts to reduce. However the maximum value of the ultrasonic pulse velocity occurs around 10% metakaolin. 
F.Pacheco Torgal (2011) Studied using metakaolin to improve the compressive strength and the durability of flyash based concrete 
.This paper confirm that partial replacement of Portland cement by 30% fly ash leads to serious decrease in early age compressive 
strength when compared to are a reference  mix of 100%portlandcement .The use of 15% fly ash and 15% metakaolin based mixture 
are responsible for minor strength loss but leads to an  outstanding durability improvement. Flash /metakaolin mixtures have a low 
corrosion risk assessed in electric resistivity tests . 
G.E.A Swann and S.V Patwardhan in this paper Application of Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy for assessing the 
biogenic silica sample purity in geochemical analysis and palaeoenvironmental  research. FTIR analysis of the three containment 
sample that make up the silt end member produce near identical spectra validating the approach here of combining the three sample 
to create a single silt containment end member FTIR suggest that improvement could be obtained through the identification and use 
of more refined end members for each sample .In the interim by assessing levels of the containment using both FTIR and XRF The 
potential limitation associated  with each technique can be overcome to provide a better insight of sample contamination . 
 

III. CONCLUSION 
From reviewing the above research papers related to metakaolin and flyash relevant conclusions can be made: 

A. In Fourier Transform Infrared Test the variation spectrum  analysis are found also variation of mix gives the quality (purity)of 
the materials and component mixture and determine the unknown materials  

B. In  compressive strength test  compressive strength will be low for higher percentage of partially replaced of the  metakaolin 
and fly ash in the cement and  Cost of mortar production reduces when Metakaolin and Fly Ash are used as cement replacement  
in mortar 

C. In thermal resistance anlaysis the thermal effect of the sample were  analyzed  higher  replacement of the matakaolin and fly ash 
will have the strength and weigth loss  

D. All Replacing cement with up to atleast 20% metakaolin causes increase in strength compared to the control mix. However, 
using more than 20% metakaolin as partial cement replacement does not cause further increase in strength compared with the 
other metakaolin mixes. The optimum replacement level that causes a maximum enhancement in compressive strength. 
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